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The small shop front is gaining a place for itself in American architecture. By perfecting its type the architect has made an important advance in the broad field of small modern commercial architecture, which has hitherto resisted efforts to improve it.

The huge industrial cities which the nineteenth century has bequeathed to us have not been favorable settings for architecture. Ugly, chaotic through too swift growth, disorganized and too confused to be understood, they have not yet acquired a definite architectural form. Before they can have a characteristic architecture they must first perfect their social structure and develop a background of tradition established in familiar customs and manners. What the modern city needs is a comprehensive social ideal. Such an ideal can only take practical shape in city planning. For this reason, city architecture in its highest development means city planning.

Besides the fact of chaotic growth another obstacle impedes the proper organization of a city—one not generally realized. This is, that Anglo-Saxons, like other peoples of North European origin, are essentially a small town people. Throughout their history up to the nineteenth century they have had slight experience in cities; even their largest centers, as, for example, London, are overgrown towns or collections of towns. Because of this rural environment our whole civil-
ization—customs, manners, ways of thinking, our culture, our legal and social organization—expresses a town-and-country ideal. Modern industrialism came to us in the nineteenth century and drew us into cities, where we dwell amid a complexity and confusion never before known. Is it strange that we find difficulty in making the change?

We may think that this difficulty is world wide, but indeed it is confined to ourselves and to the other two most highly industrialized nations—Britain and Germany. The Latins are much better off. We have nothing to correspond with the splendid city tradition of the Latin races. The Latins have always been a people accustomed to dwell in cities. Even in ancient times they perfected a society adapted to city needs, and elevated the conception of city life into one of the magnificent ideals of the human race. Compare London and Liverpool and Berlin and Hamburg and New York and Chicago—those congested, formless growths whose only satisfactory districts are, as one might expect, small town parts, the suburbs and residential districts—compare these with that brilliant procession of cities of the Latin tradition: Athens, Imperial Rome, Constantinople of the Eastern Empire, Venice, and, in the Renaissance, Florence, Genoa, Rome and Venice again, and, today, Paris. What a splendid tradition! If one eliminated all that the Latin city has contributed to civilization—in social organization, law, government, science, the humanities, manners, letters, art—what would be left? There is much in the world that is fine which is not comprised in the small town society of the Anglo-Saxons.

Hence there is a vital need that we Americans appreciate the Latin tradition of city life. It will hardly do for us to ignore it, thinking that it no longer suits the times. The opposite is true, because never did its clear perception appear so necessary as in the present confusion of the industrial city. In Paris the Latin ideals are as vital as ever. Although the most devastating war in her history is just over, Paris sees that the Haussmann city plan of the Third Empire no longer meets conditions and she is studying her plan anew, and including in her city area the district around Paris in a comprehensive scheme which for vastness of scale and in thoroughness of conception surpasses anything ever before attempted. She is able to do this because all her citizens grasp clearly the Latin city ideal and know its social and economic value.

City planning seems far afield from the subject of shop fronts, yet its place in city architecture should be understood in order to appreciate a new development in city architecture. Shop fronts become more significant, I think, if we realize that just such modest features are most suited to American designs with their small town traditions. Our architects easily grasp the intimate domestic scale of the shop front, and they instinctively invest its design with a free, bold originality, a directness, a vividness—a native twang—that they do not always attain in more grandiose structures. Because of this the shop front becomes a characteristic American feature. It is a real contribution on the part of the American architect to modern art.

In creating this conception, the architect begins at the bottom of city architecture, while before he has worked chiefly at the top. Hitherto the more grandiose buildings have held his attention, and more recently city planning. In this vaster field he has sought inspiration in the Latin ideal as he has sensed it in the architecture and in the city planning of old Rome and of modern Paris. Paris has contributed to his training in the fine teachings of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, for the French system of flexible planning—which is but the eternal principles of architecture applied to modern conditions—lies at the basis of all modern planning. Other peoples may have brought certain types of structures to a higher point of specialization, but the French furnished the key to the process. Here, again, is but another illustration of the value of the Latin city tradition in the twentieth century.

However, French teaching cannot do everything in architecture. It cannot teach Americans architectural style.
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Style they must learn for themselves, starting with small beginnings like these small store fronts. This type of work comes naturally to them, and hence it is not altogether surprising that, in the space of only ten years, they have been able to give it a more distinctive character—a raciness—than is found in their other buildings, excepting always, of course, the town and country types. The oldest of these designs illustrated herewith are scarce ten years old, and most of them have been completed since the war. The development is entirely a new one.

In yet another way these shop fronts are significant. They give the best answer to that vice of the modern art world—the desire to create a wholly new set of style forms which have no connection with anything in the past. These fronts prove that one need not break with the past in order to have a modern art. They are alive with the modern spirit, yet they have not discarded tradition. They are not copies, and the best of them are so original that they cannot even be called adaptations. Tradition appears in their perfection of proportion in minor motives and details, and even these motives are invested with a freshness which transforms them. In other words, these designs draw upon tradition as a vocabulary of forms, the very richness and familiarity of which serves all the better to express new ideas. "Hitch your wagon to a star," said Emerson, and critics saw that it was precisely the familiar speech of the Yankee barnyard which made the phrase so expressive. They realized that Emerson was evolving a true American style. And, in the same way, the shop fronts possess style, though, of course, their elements are urban—not rustic.

I refer to the extreme modernist theory of art because I fear we shall hear much about it. There are signs that American architecture is threatened with a depreciation in taste. Attempts are being made to introduce modern German forms into American architecture. This occurred before the war, and since the war the effort is being renewed. A notable instance was the preliminary design for the Iowa State Capitol, in which "moderne bau-

"formen" were mingled with neo-Greek details. And in the winning design for the Masonic Hall at Portland, Oregon, they dominate the elevations entirely, although the terms of the competition stipulated that only forms of American origin were allowed. Surely no early American buildings of our town-and-country types show forms such as these, nor does our developing city architecture, such as the store fronts, have any resemblance to them; they are distinctly German in origin.

Let it be hoped that American architecture will suffer no more raids like this. These are severe words, but they should be used of attempts to break completely with the past. If the aim is to avoid convention one may observe that modernized art drops into convention much more than does traditional art. This is because it has such a weak vocabulary. Its designers are forced to repeat its few forms and colors indefinitely until they lose all meaning. Hence, in modernist architecture there is a tiresome repetition of verticals, of blank unfinished warehouse-like walls and crude, unproportioned openings. Besides, modernist art is at best an art of two dimensions. It produces little that is effective in three dimensions, because here, again, its vocabulary is not sufficient to carry it into solid geometry. So far it is chiefly intellectual paper design.

But the final argument against breaking with the past is, in my opinion, to be found in the best modern architecture of Germany itself. Its most successful examples, like the noted department store of Wertheim in Berlin, are strongly reminiscent of medieval tradition. Its exterior walls, verticals, roofs, proportions, the splendid interior of the long two-storied rug room with tall, Gothic-like windows along one side—what are these but a modern version of the old German medieval style of Nuremberg, Rottenburg, and the old Rhenish towns? Modern German housing is designed in the same spirit, and is also inspired by modern British housing, which, in turn, expresses the old medieval English tradition. In brief, the whole modernist move-
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ment in Germany may be described this way: after a short period of wild and unsuccessful experimentation it sought once more the path of tradition and thereupon became sounder and saner. The net result was to change from the pseudo-Renaissance style of the German Empire to the old native German tradition, which it interprets flexibly in the spirit of the times. Viewed in this light the German revolution in architecture had a certain justification.

If we realize that modern German architecture is not so modernist as it is alleged to be, we are less likely to throw over our own native styles for the German forms. Whether we admire the German architecture or not, at least it is not ours, and it is suited neither to American society nor to our natural conditions. We should be glad that our own architects have solved American problems of architecture in their own fashion.

All these broader aspects of the place of store fronts in modern city architecture serve to establish the importance of the shop fronts and make their significance clearer.

Taken simply by itself, the shop front is a device of modern salesmanship. The small shop is primarily a personal matter, and only the decisive personality of its proprietor enables it to compete with big organizations. Excellence of wares is not enough for this. A merchant must invest his shop with a distinctive personality if he is to maintain his place on Fifth Avenue—paying high ground rent, be it remarked—and if from a little plot of ground, twenty-five feet or twenty feet by one hundred, he is to draw customers from a whole continent. Fifth Avenue is one of the half dozen streets of the world. A part of the world seems to stream through it, and worldliness, magnificence, luxury and fashion and city life are its very essence. The shops partake of this spirit, exist because of it, and contribute to it, and Fifth Avenue merchants compete successfully with thousands of shops in New York and in other cities.

The Fifth Avenue shop expresses perfectly the idea of salesmanship—to arrest the passerby, to attract, to arouse his curiosity and his needs, and to persuade him to enter. And yet how artistically, in what perfect taste, does it solicit. There is none of that vulgar, tawdry insistence in blank plateglass, gilt lettering, crude forms and gaudy colors which seem to be the rule of shops the world over. Why are the hundreds of thousands of small shops of the world so alike? And why are they so commonplace?

It is really curious how recently shopkeepers have paid attention to stylish appearance. Ten years ago, as I have noted, none of these shops existed, and New York shops were not greatly distinctive. It was the Parisians who seem to have inspired the new ideal. Who does not recall the fascinating displays of wares in the little shops of France? No matter what kind of a shop it may be, whether for ladies' wear or for groceries, good taste dictates the arrangement, because the French know that art is art whether revealed in a pattern of silks or jewels or one of hams. One always remembers the charcuteries found everywhere in Paris, whose windows hold an alluring array of jellied meats, beautifully colored preserves in shapely bottles, and handsomely labelled tins and countless dainties, all arranged in perfect taste. To compare the charcuterie with a New York delicatessen store would be a desecration.

Window display is well understood among the French, and in the last ten years it has spread widely in this country. Besides designing their windows, the French conceived the idea of providing a frame or setting of architecture for the show window, and then they developed the inside arrangement and design of the shop itself to a high degree of taste. A few of these Paris shops became famous, particularly those on the Grand Boulevard, near the Place de L'Opera and the Place Vendome and along the Rue de Rivoli. Chief among these are the luxury shops of the Rue de la Paix, whose taste and smartness and fashionable clientele—drawn from the whole world—mark perhaps the greatest heights which the small retail shop has ever reached.
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New York proprietors emulated their Paris rivals when, about ten years ago, upper Fifth Avenue became the fashionable retail center of New York. The first improvement came in window display, then in the interiors, and last of all in the design of the shop front. Even today the number of distinctive shop fronts in New York is small, if one excludes the many fine shops which occupy space in ground floors of large buildings, whose windows are a part of a large scheme of architecture and which have therefore no individual character of their own. There are scarce more than a score of distinctive shop fronts in New York today, most of them on Fifth Avenue. To these may be added a small group in Boston, where, in the district of the Common, along Boylston and Tremont Streets, a number of interesting shops were established about fifteen years ago; a few shops on Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, and a few on lower Charles Street, Baltimore. The number is so far not large, and if one included the slightly older group of Paris shops I believe that one would be troubled to find as many as a hundred shops in the whole world whose standard equals these herewith illustrated.

This New York group is the chief element in the fine architectural appearance of Fifth Avenue. It is the only factor which gives the avenue a consistency of architecture, and a consistent architectural scale and style. Unfortunately, Fifth Avenue suffers from the doctrine of eclecticism which was embraced by our older generation of architects, and, notwithstanding its many fine buildings, harmonized by the use of limestone and marble and bronze details, Fifth Avenue is not a beautiful street. Its units are not harmonious. Eclecticism may have ap-
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peared reasonable in the design of isolated country houses, where the houses were placed so far apart that they could not be compared with one another, and no dis-harmony resulted through using various styles. Even in the cities, where a generation ago good buildings were rare and could therefore not be seen together, an architect could hardly take neighboring structures into account in a new design because these were almost certain to be bad. Eclecticism in such conditions had no very evil effects. But now the situation is different. Some American streets, like Fifth Avenue, are filling up with fine buildings and the lack of unity of styles between units creates ugly street walls. Such a practice will never produce a fine city architecture. Beauty of neighborhood cannot exist under eclecticism. Like many another theory, eclecticism is subject to the law of diminishing returns. One of the virtues of these new shop fronts is that they break definitely with eclecticism, in that they tend to make Fifth Avenue, as far as they can, an architectural whole.

Having thus covered the chief points of interest of the shop fronts, a brief notice will suffice for individual examples. In all the variety of motives, two types appear. One portrays the older idea of making the front all glass, and of squeezing all possible space out of it for window display. The other concentrates attention on a more limited window space and heightens the desired strong effect of enframing the picture made by the show window with a decisive architectural setting. The latter idea has the advantage of making the whole shop more distinctive and of yielding a better appearance in the upper part of the building by providing a well-defined architectural base.

Lately, however, attempts have been made to combine the two conceptions by a new method of planning. In this method, the fronts are recessed or splayed back from the building line, thus creating a small corridor or vestibule which is used for show window space. Many ingenious arrangements of plan of this type are seen in the shops of upper Broadway, but, unfortunately, they are most crudely designed in bare sheets of plate glass and have no architectural distinction. It remained for the Avedon shop to develop the idea to the full. On the front of this shop the windows are small enough to leave plenty of wall space for enframing and also for the good appearance of the whole building. A short passage, about six feet long and containing two wall windows at each side, leads from the street into a circular vestibule, some twelve feet in diameter, where six more windows radiate from this center. Then one enters from this vestibule into the shop itself. By this device the architect provides ten show windows in a space about twenty feet square, all of them opening off the street and allowing the passerby to view the displays of goods undisturbed by the sidewalk throng. The vestibule and windows of the Avedon shop are kept lighted through the evening, and so continue to function after the shop is closed. Each window is carefully designed with an architectural background in plaster, imitating Caen stone, well shaped in plan, some windows containing small niches for plants. This shop, just completed at the time of writing, is the highest development of the shop front so far as plan is concerned on Fifth Avenue.

The other fronts speak for themselves. All are original, although a number clearly reveal the Parisian heritage of the Rue de la Paix. One, the shop on Forty-fifth Street, is a charming, yet vigorous, exponent of the medieval spirit and shows the small town flavor of the English shop front, of which a number of fine examples exist in England. It is the only shop using wood in this series, except one, "La Camille," which is designed in light oak, following some of the shops of Paris.

One of the most masterly designs of all is the shoe shop of Alexander, designed by Carrère & Hastings. Its fascinating interest, its perfection of proportion and of scale, its exquisite details and harmonious color—in form reminiscent of Italy—make it as beautiful a building as exists on the Avenue. The jeweler’s building at Fifth Avenue and Forty-
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eighth Street is another Carrère & Hastings triumph, which I have included on account of its beauty, though it is larger than the small retail type, which alone is considered here. These two buildings were erected shortly before the war.

But the masterpiece of all are the two fronts at Nos. 618 and 620 Fifth Avenue, designed by McKim, Mead & White. From every point of view here is the most perfect expression of the small city shop in New York. Original to the point of daring, striking in contrast of black and white, a perfect type of city shop scale, it is alive with the modern spirit—a Chicagoan could admire it, yet withal its proportions are so pure, so harmonious, so graceful, its details so exquisite that an Athenian would find it beautiful. Here is the proof that architecture may be vividly modern in spirit without sacrificing the classic ideal of perfect form. I believe that no more important contribution has been made to modern art by American artists than this building.

McKim, Mead & White have established in this design the value of tradition in modern art beyond all doubt. Its tradition is in the spirit, not the letter, because the most extreme modernist could scarcely discover conventional form in it. A microscope on the photograph would show historic traces of capital and base on the verticals, something familiar in the cornice and in the delicate terra cotta border enclosing the black marble slabs—that is all.

As far as modernism is concerned, there is even humor in the color scheme of the building. Black and white is the maximum value contrast, the very motive which, a few years ago, found favor in the modernist school. At the time this store was built an eminent modernist designer in Vienna attracted attention by a daring use of black and white. Yet here are New York classicists doing the same thing, very carefully, of course, for they harmonize it ever so slightly by design—making the black predominate over the white, and not allowing any black area to become too large—and by finish of detail; the white is cream, and the black marble is toned down with a dull rubbed finish until it looks more like black slate than like coal. Decidedly in this building McKim, Mead & White have put the modernists in a hole.

This store front has added interest if it be compared with the older stores of the firm, for example, Gorham's on Fifth Avenue. Gorham's at the time it was built was considered one of the best examples of the genius of McKim, and was the model for many another commercial building. But when compared with the newer work it shows how far shop architecture has advanced in the ten years between the building of the two. Gorham's is an adaptation of the early Italian palace front to the American shop, and the result is certainly not the most successful of McKim's achievements. There seems to be a slight disharmony of scale between the base, top and middle parts of the building, and it lacks the characteristic scale of the city shop as architects have since established it. One may read the story of the progress in the Gorham building and in the new furrier's shop next to it on Fifth Avenue, the latter a splendid symbol of city shop scale.

Thus the perfecting of the city shop scale is another remarkable triumph which McKim, Mead & White have achieved in the 618-620 Fifth Avenue Building. In this, as in other respects, it is superior to the older Gorham's. With such an example to follow, the shopping streets of American cities bid fair to emerge from their ugly chaos and become worthy standards of city architecture. Zoning laws can aid the work by establishing height restrictions and thus prevent an ugly skyline from ruining the aspect of a city street. Such help is all that architects need in order to perfect this, their new achievement in solving the hitherto unsolvable problem of city architecture. They are creating a beautiful commercial architecture in these small shops, in all ways typical of the modern city and of modern times, yet still maintaining the classic tradition of perfect form. Despite our town-and-country traditions we are at last beginning to sense the spirit of the city.
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TENDENCIES IN APARTMENT HOUSE DESIGN

Part 1. Examples of Remodeling

BY
FRANK CHOUTEAU BROWN

THE progress of the race and of the individual is only to be observed or traced by means of occasional balance sheets struck to obtain variations from direct curves, or to disclose new and unanticipated changes occurring in relation to other contemporaneous events. These variations once realized, it is then easily possible to chart their divergencies, and thus re-establish the curve of progress for the future. By these means is it also possible for the individual to discover what particular value these recent disturbances or changes may have for his own particular problems, or business prospects.

It was with such thought in mind that these investigations into the present situation of apartment house development the country over were undertaken—for it is, of course, a foregone conclusion that the many changes, economic, industrial, financial, the country has undergone since its advent into the great war, must have some reaction, of whatever kind, on this popular type of building, that would exercise an influence for good or ill upon its future development. These influences it is most important for the architect to understand. It is equally important that the investor should study and comprehend them—and, nowadays, it is not too much to assume that the public, which has so largely to "pay the piper" in all these experiments, is also vitally concerned.

What follows in this and succeeding articles will, therefore, be selected to apply to one and all of these individuals named. What intensely concerns one, should concern all, sooner or later—the more especially if the arising interest in "cooperative apartments" should amount to anything of importance in the years soon to come.

Every endeavor has been made to draw information, and the material for illustrations, from all parts of the country alike, not with any idea that it would be possible fully or even adequately to cover the special divergencies arising in any one particular locality—but rather in the endeavor thus exactly to illustrate the particular local types found in different sections, so that all could benefit and judge whether these local types contained anything of applicable interest to their own localities. With that thought in mind both publishers and writer would appreciate hearing immediately from any individual or locality where it is believed that there has been evolved any particularly novel or individual local contribution to the subject. Such suggestions will be welcomed and made use of in the later articles in the series here under way.

An exhaustive treatment can not be undertaken—in the illustrations at least. Already it has been found that they contain a notable tendency to revert to particular types. Therefore, in a mere effort at economy of paper and space, the endeavor will be made to deal with representative examples only—representative as to type plan, elevation, and locality, as well. It is further obvious that, as yet, too small an amount of time has elapsed since the American apartment plan was first intentionally attempted (in connection with our existing industrial and economic difficulties) to show, in many ways, other than a mere hint as to the next logical and progressive step to be made.

Outside of a few groups of notable exceptions—later to be taken up in detail—
the “apartment house problem,” for the present, principally concerns us only insofar as it affects our larger “middle classes,” a rather overlooked and forgotten part of our population, that has nevertheless to live—and find habitation—somehow and where.

As to the poorly paid unskilled laborer, no attempt, with but rare exception, is made by either parental government authority or by the individual, to provide housing of low cost for him and his family. The problem is too difficult and too obviously barren of resultant income to appeal to the speculative builder as a profitable, business venture. So far, our governmental control—whether city, state or national—has been confined to restrictive legislation, intended to ameliorate living conditions for the very poor, but as a matter of practical fact, causing their position to become only the more onerous.

Many of these “tenement house laws” are so inclusively worded as to apply to almost all types of apartment dwellings, and consequently they have hampered, although they have not arrested, the building of new, or the alteration of old, dwellings to meet the living conditions and needs of the better classes of tenants.

It is with attempts made along the line of altering old dwellings into apartments of informal and less expensive type for middle class tenants that this article is particularly concerned. Such alterations are, for the moment, the only available means of quickly and inexpensively increasing the housing capacity of our more crowded cities.

The larger American city provides but two directions of possible progress—the building up of unimproved property (this almost always means upon the city’s outer perimeter); or the improving of existing built-upon property according to standards of greater efficiency or capacity.

As to the former, unimproved property in desirable sections of our large cities is scarce—and is growing steadily more and more costly. It is therefore only available, when obtainable at all, for the more costly and expensive forms of housing development.

When we turn to the second alternative, it means that, in the demolition of existing buildings to obtain sites for new structures, we are almost always demolishing structures that are already living quarters—of sorts—and far too often the new buildings erected on these sites are commercial rather than residential—thus failing utterly to help in the immediate problem of providing more housing, with which we are primarily concerned. If apartment houses entirely of new construction are placed upon these sites, we may improve or increase their housing capacity, but we are certainly increasing and raising their rental costs, so as to make them available only to a far better paying class of tenants. Meanwhile the old dwellers upon this property have been forced to find for themselves habitations probably even more congested and less desirable than before.

In this emergency—and failing the construction of newly built accommodations capable of meeting the demand for low rentals—family after family has been forced to turn for relief to the suburb or country, or to the older built sections of the city in which they dwell. And in the latter direction, at least, the result nearly always takes the form of a more or less informal or “made over” type of living apartment.

Every large North American city possesses certain “downtown” sections that were at one time fashionable but, from one cause or another, have now outlived their original usefulness for private dwellings, and so are now to be found in some one of the several stages of the down grade of premises—boarding house, office, small trade or factory, to tenement.

All our cities possess old sections crowded with houses of this type, in many cases dwellings of once proud dignity and beauty—and such structures can, by the exercise of some ingenuity and taste, be made over into most interesting dwellings or apartments, as has long been recognized and proved by our artists in Greenwich Village, around Washington Square, on Beacon Hill, or
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in the quaint little side streets and "places" that alternate with more important thoroughfares in Philadelphia and St. Louis. And it is a comparatively recent discovery that we have the ability, by making over these old dwellings by some slight alterations into apartments of informal type to house quickly and comfortably several families where only one may have been housed before. Incidentally, it also must be recognized that, in several of the instances illustrated herewith, the process has actually consisted of housing, perhaps, three or four families where a dozen or fifteen had formerly lived.

The type especially to be considered now is rather the sort of apartment that may be made from part of an older dwelling of the kind that now cumbers so much side-street property in our larger cities, or is found in a neighborhood lying adjacent to some newly developing business section. The old dwelling property remaining after the current of fashion has moved away, may be still good in its kind—indeed, so far as construction and workmanship are concerned, it is very likely to be better than the newer and more fashionable dwelling that has supplanted it. Too good to pull down, it is yet, in its present state, suitable only for use as a rooming or boarding house—a purpose that is little likely to prove lucrative to the owner, or conducive to maintaining the dignity and repair of the habitation itself, or of the neighborhood of which it perforce still remains a part. Its abandonment to that purpose is, truly, but the first step of a rapid descent to uses more shady and less reputable, undesirable to the owner the more particularly in that it means a permanent and certain eventual lessening of his property value.

But to what other purpose does it
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stand available? Here is, perhaps, the key to a new opportunity. Generally such a structure is in a convenient "down-town" neighborhood, near the business district, and conveniently adjacent to the theatres and restaurants of the city. This makes it naturally desirable for "bachelor" purposes—for writers, business men, artists, actors and musicians, provided only they may be interested, attracted and held by a reasonable rental, and the convenient arrangement of whatever material already exists to work with.

A knowledge of the successful treatments of this sort already in existence will, if better and more widely spread, be of some little help and assistance elsewhere in meeting this imminent housing shortage. It will further, if cherished and developed, be helpful in many cities to uphold the values of property at present abandoned too early to decay, and so be of helpful tendency in maintaining the civic pride and usefulness of our American communities, across the entire continent. It is a valuable and easy panacea for the great and prevailing disease from which so many of our American cities are doomed to suffer—the "growing pains" inseparable from their too rapid and undirected growth.

Let us therefore suppose, as typical cases, a house on some side street in down-town New York (Fig. 1), or a smaller structure in one of Philadelphia's or St. Louis' alleys—possibly still more conveniently "down-town"! It may often happen that the exterior is already at-

FIG. 5. PLANS OF ALTERATIONS TO OLD HOME ON BEACON HILL, BOSTON.
Frank A. Bourne, Architect.
FIG. 7. ALTERATIONS TO STORES AND TENEMENTS AT 170 BLEECKER STREET, NEW YORK. FRANCIS Y. JOANNES AND MAXWELL HYDE, ARCHITECTS.
tractive, perhaps Colonial (Fig. 2), in the simplicity of its brick façade, so that little or nothing needs to be done with that. We may then direct our attention almost solely to the interior and its arrangement. In the case of some New York examples, we are, of course, likely to be less fortunate, for there many of the areas open to this sort of improvement are an arid architectural waste of dull brown-stone "fronts"—and Heaven only knows what "backs"—with little of interest or allure to the artist or individual of taste to whom the owners of this type of property have found it most profitable to appeal.

So we shall find in New York, or other of our over-crowded American cities, that an effort has been made to modernize these old façades by some simple means—either by merely sloughing off most of the misdirected "ornament" with which the original front has so long been over-burdened—or by resurfacing with plaster or brick veneer, to endeavor at once to simplify and improve its appearance, so that it will appeal to its new class of occupants without delay. Of course, in particular instances, we shall find that the potential value of the property or its neighborhood will even warrant the extravagance of entirely rebuilding the front upon the street—but, after all, in the greater majority of instances, this particular type of development is only undertaken as a temporary stop-gap to fill in some transition period when the use of a district is changing from residential to business purposes, and the growth of the latter demand is likely to be too slow for the owners to sit calmly by, watching their property meanwhile depreciate in value and income, without attempting to do something about it. So the problem is almost always one of obtaining the greatest result with the least possible amount of actual expenditure; of retaining and making use of as much as possible of the old structure with the minimum allowable amount of change or repair—and so is it always necessary only to undertake such alterations in the plan as the arrangement of the house originally makes most easily possible. This would seem to be likely to make every solution different from every other, and so it would be were it not for the fact that the older city houses of the periods generally affected were curiously alike in plan and arrangement (Figs. 5 and 6) and consequently it is possible to show certain "type arrangements" as the most obvious general bases for the better development of property of this type and kind.

It is, of course, necessary for the owner first to determine whether he is to attempt to obtain one or two suites upon each floor; whether the demands of the neighborhood make it desirable to place a store upon the first floor (Fig. 3) and to what common purposes it is necessary to adapt the basement. If the apartments are very restricted in area it is perhaps necessary to provide storage spaces for all occupants in the cellar. In most neighborhoods it is neither necessary nor desirable to make janitor's quarters in the basement, for one man is more likely to take care of a number of these buildings, thus making unnecessary a resident janitor. Space for heater and coal have to be allotted, of course, even though it may be as restricted as the cellar space in the basement in Fig. 5. Sometimes the first floor, even if not made into a regular store, is adapted to semi-business purposes—by a doctor, dentist, decorator or milliner, for instance—without going to the considerable expense of lowering the floor. This is generally necessary in the case of its being deemed advisable to make the first story into a store, because most of these houses were built with a stepped approach at the entrance, with the main floor line from two to five feet above the street level. A change in the first floor also restricts the use of the space beneath, because of lowered head room in the cellar, and some stores besides require a stair to the cellar and make considerable use of the cellar area in the building for their own purposes. The staircase to the upper floors is always an awkward problem in an alteration of this type, taking away valuable store window frontage and restricting the entrance to the living suites at one and the same time; while, of course, it is sometimes considered deterrent to
the values of the residential portions of the building to have a store upon the first floor.

In some sections of New York the rehabilitation of old property to meet this new use has been carried out by means of the “basement entrance” (Figs. 8 and 10) that has been a more or less fashion-

able treatment in the new portion of that city, and is generally assumed at least to imply a fairly modern and up-to-date building. Its use leaves a first floor entirely unrestricted as to frontage by the necessity of retaining the front door and generally adds another small rentable suite in the front of the basement, while retaining sufficient space for heater and general purposes in the rear portion of the old basement story.

The arrangements of the upper floors vary only in minor details once the matter of two or one suites to the floor has been finally settled. Some of these minor variations are dependent upon the wider or narrower dimensions of the house—

either in width or depth—some upon the original arrangement of partitions and staircase. Certain typical plans herewith reproduced illustrate the usual arrangements. As a whole the utmost of condensation and compromise is found in the kitchens and dining portions of these apartments—the two often being crowded into one small space (Fig 5) or the living room being also used for dining purposes (Fig. 5), and the kitchen sometimes being combined with the bath (Fig. 5), a rather less desirable and less sanitary arrangement! Of course, the storage facilities in the kitchen are always extremely rudimentary and simple, it being the general expectation that the occupants will oftenest “dine out,” the kitchen being used, if at all, only for breakfast or luncheon.

The living room, too, is often made to serve the dual purpose of living and sleeping room, although we have hardly in the East yet attained to the frank abandon of the Western Coast, with the elabo-

FIG. 8. DWELLINGS REMODELED INTO APARTMENTS AT 180 TO 188 SULLIVAN STREET, NEW YORK.
Francis Y. Joannes, Architect.
rate disappearing beds and closet arrangements that seem to be common there in this type of apartment. In these western cities, however, the extra emphasis placed upon the outdoor life locates these small "telescoped" apartments generally in the suburbs, with rural rather than urban surroundings, and the plan arrangement therefore attains to greater variation of detail.

In New York City itself it happens that a great deal of the property coming within the class now being discussed still remains in the hands of the estates that control not only many individual dwellings, but those also that are owned in groups of adjacent structures often extending for an entire block in length. This makes the rejuvenation of such property all the more easy. Such attractive old houses as those in Charlton Street (Fig. 1), for instance, with their very beautiful and gracious doorways (Fig. 2), when altered over to provide three apartments, one including the first and basement floors, of four rooms and bath, a smaller apartment of four rooms on the second floor, and another of three rooms and bath upon the top story (much in the manner of the plans shown for a different group in Fig. 6) will easily appeal to intelligent and appreciative tenants of the class that now most needs to find inexpensive and good homes. This is at least one fortuitous circumstance that will have much to do with the restoration to favor of some of the older portions of our eastern cities. A family possessing even some pretensions to an old-fashioned gentility could hardly object to living over a store in so attractive a building as the one on the corner of Charlton and Varick Streets (Fig. 3). The first floor of this rather wide building contains besides the store, a two-room apartment and bath, a five-room and bath apartment on the second floor, and the top floor contains a studio, four rooms and bath.

A New York dwelling of another type,
hardly as good in original design and location, but yet available to alteration along precisely similar lines, appears in Fig. 4, one of a group of houses in Van- dam Street, the previous condition of which, before restoration, is sufficiently indicated in what can be seen of the next façade, at the left of the picture. New light sash and shutters, with cleaning and painting down the front, is about the necesssary extent of the exterior treatment, although the new shutters yet notably fail of the fine beauty of detail, scale and proportion of the old examples still left on the house shown in Fig. 2.

The set of plans of the alterations to the interior arrangement of an old house on the side of Beacon Hill, in Boston, illustrates how few the changes that are sometimes necessary in carrying out a modification such as this. In the instance selected for illustration the dwelling was originally of quite the same aspect as those last shown, being only one story higher. The basement and first floor make over into a three-room, kitchen and bath apartment; the second floor into another of two rooms and conveniences, and the third and fourth (an attic in the sloping roof) into another "duplex" dwelling of five rooms, bath and kitchenette. This particular dwelling happened to have side light in the rooms, and be of greater width (23 feet) than many of its kind. It is used here to illustrate how few changes may be necessary to adapt such a house to its new purpose, as may be seen by noticing how few are the partitions where their indication is in solid black, the remainder of the plan being left as it was before, untouched except for the necessary repairs of painting and papering of walls.

These changes that were made are substantially only those required to divide the old pantry on the first floor into a bath; the bathroom upon the second floor into a bath and kitchenette (this type of kitchenette is now unlawful in Boston—outside light and a minimum width of eight feet in the lesser dimension of the room being requirements), the division of the same space upon the floor above into a kitchen and closet and a small change necessary to separate and make private the basement stairs.

The various changes possible in the older type of residence-tenement to rejuvenate it into a better class of property under the conditions that exist in New York City may be shown as well as may be by reference to the alterations just completed in one particular district by Mr. Francis Y. Joannes and his associates. In a group of five houses on Sullivan Street and eleven on Macdougall Street he has, by slight variations in existing partitions and a transfer of the entrance from the old first floor to the basement, along with a general freshening of the property within and without, made such inexpensive improvements as will well be repaid by the increase in rental return, and the less rapid future depreciation of the property by the better class of tenants that it will henceforward attract.

The floor plans for the houses on both streets are practically identical (Fig. 6), only varying as the entrances and staircases vary from the right to left side of the plans, as the old houses were grouped into pairs. The first and basement floors were made into a duplex five-room and bath apartment, the second floor into four rooms and bath and the top story into two two-room and bath apartments, an arrangement excellently calculated to accord with the gradual lessening in rental value accompanying the necessity to climb to the upper stories usual in New York City. In connection with this improvement, certain changes were also made in 170 Bleecker Street (Fig. 7), an old-law tenement on the corner, securing two, three and four room apartments and baths, but the plan, having interest only because of the individual requirements of the problem presented by the old arrangement of the building has not sufficient or illustrative general value to justify its reproduction here.

The exteriors of the Sullivan Street houses are shown in Fig. 8, extending from the Bleecker Street tenement on the corner, the principal structural change being a variation in the treatment of the basement entrance, while the extent to
which the mere repainting, papering, and refurnishing of the well-proportioned interiors along the simplest and least expensive lines has been successful is indicated by the single view of a room in No. 188 illustrated in Fig. 9.

The more extensive exterior changes that were necessary in reclaiming the row of houses on Macdougal Street are perhaps sufficiently obvious as they appear in Fig. 10, although in this case a much more drastic cleaning up of the premises than may at first glance be apparent was accomplished in the general repair of the block. The mere removal of the old clumsy stone stoops and first floor entrances accomplished wonders, the opening up of the areas in connection with the change to the basement entrances did still more, as may perhaps rather vaguely still be discerned in the old house left at the end of the row, chiefly distinguishable as the place where the fresh paint stops.

Such changes as are shown in the typical examples illustrated in this article may be made in any old house, in any city where the type built between party walls may be found. With the exception of the expense attendant upon the necessary addition of new plumbing—and very probably heating, as well—the cost of the changes, if ingeniously undertaken, need not be great. The appeal of the resulting apartments, provided only they are situated in a favoring locality, convenient and accessible, is certain to ensure desirable tenants at a figure considerably over the return that may have been obtained before—and with the absolute assurance of a considerably less yearly bill for maintenance and repair. They do require the annoyance of dealing with more tenants, making more leases, and the expense of heating and janitor service—all of which must be figured into the rentals for the new apartments that are to be obtained. This is the sort of development that is constantly taking place in our larger and more crowded cities, and it is the sort that—because of its very modesty and unarchitectural character—is too seldom given the dignity of presentation and publication. It is, at the same time, exactly the sort of improvement that we can alone depend upon to meet the immediate situation as to housing that confronts us now—and that will continue to confront us, in our principal cities—for at least the next four or five years to come; and it is that immediacy of application to our local problems that must justify the space taken in its presentation here.

No other means for immediately meeting the demand for new housing accommodations is possible within our larger centers of population. No large building projects of this sort by private capital can be completed within several years. When completed they will—under existing conditions of labor and transportation—still be so expensive that they will do nothing to provide housing for the large middle class of Americans who are already those most in need of assistance. No practical aid is to be expected from our much-being-discussed parental government assistance—whether national state or city.

We have still to go through the preliminary several years of discussion. Such schemes, when they eventuate, will present all the political difficulties that we have already found to surround governmental control or handling of our industries—and we shall then have also to face precisely the same criticism that is now being brought forward to dispossess the government from the operation of our expensively-built shipping, the unfairness of expecting individuals to compete with the government despite the obviously uneconomical results of all our ventures of governmental administration along these or other lines within the still comparatively recent and remembered past.
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For more than a year both daily papers and magazines have devoted much of their space to the subject of the housing shortage. The New York legislature recently declared the situation to be abnormal and passed laws intended to check the rising tide of rents. The courts have held that the legislature was justified in using its police power for this purpose because an emergency actually existed. The public has worked itself into a state of mind in which it is ready to endorse almost any measure which promises relief, no matter how chimerical the scheme may be.

But the existence of popular furore shows nothing about the real facts of the case. Public sentiment is swayed by the emotions more than by reason, and is notably fickle. Other evidence, then, is necessary before the existence of any real housing shortage can be established.

But even should it be established that construction is in arrears, is this fact of any moment to the prospective builder? In the previous chapters of this article it has been shown that existing building costs and the probable course of rents in the future are the two considerations upon which the advisability of building must be based. If this is true, it follows that a building shortage is a matter of consequence only in so far as it affects one or both of the factors just mentioned. Does it really influence either of them in any way?

To this question, the answer must be that it actually has an important bearing upon both of these factors. If the supply of buildings is below normal, it follows that there is every probability that an effort will soon be made to eliminate the deficit. A procedure of this sort must needs cause a considerable demand for both materials and labor, and such a demand will tend to stop the decline in the prices of these articles, even if it does not lead to a new advance. If a real building shortage exists, it tends therefore to make building activity revive at an earlier date than would normally be the case and to maintain construction costs at a relatively high level for a considerable period in the future.

Furthermore, a building shortage of any considerable size is not likely to be entirely remedied for several years to come, and during this interval its effect will be to keep rents somewhat higher than they would be were the building supply normal. Such a force may even prevent rents from accompanying other prices in their movement down into the cycle trough. Since values are merely reflections of anticipated rents, any force, like a building shortage, which tends to keep up rentals, necessarily makes selling values higher.

According to the principles just stated, it is obvious that the existence or non-existence of a building shortage is a matter of importance to every builder and to many architects. It is, then, worth while to try to ascertain the facts in the case. The first step in this direction is to arrive at an acceptable definition of the term "shortage." How is such a phenomenon to be measured?

Some may contend that a shortage exists whenever people do not have the housing facilities which they desire. If this is true, the shortage is likely to be extremely long lived, for one can scarcely imagine a condition in which any ap-
just as in the case of desires, there must always be a great shortage.

But when people speak of a building shortage they are not referring to a permanent condition; they are thinking of something unusual. Evidently, then, they must have in mind some other standard of comparison. They will probably tell you that what they mean is that the supply is less than the demand.

Such a condition of affairs can exist only under unusual circumstances. In a free market, the price always adjusts itself almost immediately to the point where demand and supply are exactly equal. Only in cases where prices are fixed by law or contract can demand actually outrun supply, for it is only in such instances that the price cannot adjust itself to bring about the normal equilibrium. Such cases may, however, exist. For example, the fixing of the rent for a certain type of house at $50 per month may put an absolute stop to the construction of houses of this class. Under these circumstances there might easily be three persons desiring to lease each house offered for rent. The situation would be analogous to that applying to the sugar market during the recent war when a family could obtain only two pounds of sugar per month even though they were willing to pay thrice the legal price of ten cents per pound.

It is impossible to measure any excess of demand over supply which may exist. It is, however, feasible to make another comparison which seems to have a significant bearing on the possible existence of a building shortage; namely, the relationship of the amount of building taking place during the last few years to the normal volume of construction.

The most obvious procedure is to measure the value per capita of the buildings that have been constructed in recent years. In making this computation, it seems logical to include only private building, for most of the construction for the Federal Government added nothing to the supply of buildings required to meet the ordinary business and residential needs of the country. It is obvious also that it is absolutely essential to eliminate that gain in
the nominal value of construction representing merely the rise in the general price level, for the building requirements of the nation are measured in terms of physical units rather than in value. This last mentioned purpose is easily accomplished, with a reasonable degree of accuracy, by dividing in every instance the value of construction during the year by a price index representing the changes in the average of building costs for the corresponding period.

At first thought, the logical method of finding out whether the amount of building is above or below normal would seem to be to ascertain the changes which have taken place in the per capita volume of construction. A little reflection, however, soon convince one that this method is fallacious. The chief reason for erecting buildings is not that the people may be better housed. As a matter of fact, although the quality of residence has distinctly improved during the last century, it is probably true that the average city family today occupies materially less space than did the average household of a hundred years ago. The typical business man of the present time has a much more convenient but not a more spacious office than his great-grandfather had. The cost of factory buildings per man employed is doubtless somewhat greater in the early days of the nineteenth century.

But, after all, the increase during a hundred years in the per capita building supply has not been at all startling. This means that buildings have been mainly constructed for one reason only—to meet the needs of the new members added to our population. A million new families need, among other types of construction, not only a million houses in which to live, but also new railway facilities to carry their produce to market and bring them supplies, new trolleys to take them to and from their business, new buildings in which to work, new factories to turn out the products which they consume, and new barns to shelter the animals which help to feed them. Such, apparently, are the needs that are responsible for the bulk of the new building, and it seems reasonably certain that, if the population of the country were stationary, there would be no building problem of great moment.

A ROUGH ESTIMATE OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF PRIVATE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES AND ITS RELATION TO THE NORMAL VOLUME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Cost of Buildings in Millions</th>
<th>Index of Construction Costs</th>
<th>Cost of Buildings at Prices of 1913 (Millions)</th>
<th>Improvements Demanded by Existing Population (Millions)</th>
<th>Improvements for Additional Population (Millions)</th>
<th>Increase in Population (Millions)</th>
<th>Construction per Person Added to Population, (Prices of 1913)</th>
<th>For Addition to Population, (Prices of 1913)</th>
<th>For All Purposes, (Prices of 1913)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>$3,320</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>$3,545</td>
<td>$904</td>
<td>$2,601</td>
<td>1,431</td>
<td>$1,847</td>
<td>$1,870</td>
<td>$2,774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>3,106</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>3,218</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>2,296</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>1,233</td>
<td>2,430</td>
<td>3,352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911</td>
<td>2,974</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>3,080</td>
<td>938</td>
<td>2,142</td>
<td>1,585</td>
<td>1,355</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>3,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>2,717</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>3,219</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>2,266</td>
<td>1,527</td>
<td>1,484</td>
<td>1,994</td>
<td>2,947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>2,870</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2,870</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>1,897</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>2,537</td>
<td>3,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>2,620</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>2,681</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>1,689</td>
<td>1,916</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>2,504</td>
<td>3,496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>2,692</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>2,725</td>
<td>1,004</td>
<td>1,721</td>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>1,995</td>
<td>1,612</td>
<td>2,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>3,427</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>3,072</td>
<td>1,017</td>
<td>2,056</td>
<td>1,294</td>
<td>1,589</td>
<td>1,692</td>
<td>2,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>2,443</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>1,832</td>
<td>1,030</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>1,337</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,748</td>
<td>2,778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1,460</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>1,008</td>
<td>1,042</td>
<td>—34</td>
<td>1,123</td>
<td>—31</td>
<td>1,469</td>
<td>2,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>4,350</td>
<td>1.649</td>
<td>2,635</td>
<td>1,048</td>
<td>1,587</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>2,385</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>1,917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>4,750</td>
<td>2.319</td>
<td>2,051</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>2,351</td>
<td>3,417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total.......................................................................................................................................................................................$20,048  17,708  $1,132  $23,145

Estimated Building Shortage in Millions at Prices of 1913=$23,145—$20,048=$3,097.

Estimated Building Shortage in Millions at Prices of April, 1921=$3,097×1.942=$6,000.

(a). Estimated on the basis of the building permits in the leading cities and the F. W. Dodge Company reports of contracts let.

(b). An average of the prices of building labor, building materials, and metals, the weights used being, in the order named, 3, 2 and 1. Data from reports of United States Bureau of Labor Statistics.

(c). Assumed to be $10 per capita per annum at prices of 1913.

(d). Rough estimate of price index of building costs for April, 1921.
THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.

Since, then, we build primarily because our population grows, it follows that the correct method of ascertaining whether or not the volume of building in any year has been above or below normal is to compare it with the increase in population rather than with the total number of inhabitants. The accompanying table represents an effort to eliminate all but the essential factors in order to arrive at the truth in this connection.

Column D shows that the construction work of 1919 and 1920 was not record breaking (as the figures in Column B apparently indicate), but merely appeared to be large because it was measured in terms of cheap dollars. When the fictitious gain due to price inflation has been eliminated, it is made clear that the last four years have shown, instead, an abnormally low record for private building construction. Column E represents a rather arbitrary allowance of $10 per annum per capita to cover the improvements in buildings due not to the growth in population but to the advance in civilization. This may be either an over or under allowance, but moderate changes in this column will not greatly affect the final conclusions. Column G shows how irregular has been the increase in the number of inhabitants during the decade, the variations being due to changes in immigration and, in the last two years, to the effect of influenza upon the death rate.

A study of Column H leads to the conclusion that, in the years preceding 1917, the average construction per person added to the population was about $1,306. If this average is multiplied by the increases in population for the respective years, we arrive at the figures entered in Column I, which show the amount of building that would have been constructed to meet the needs of population growth had the customary rate been adhered to. It is, of course, true that the period when the building actually occurs is likely to lag behind the date of the accessions to the population; hence little significance can be attached to the relation between the quantities and the particular years with which they are connected, but the general tendency is probably portrayed with considerable accuracy.

Column J combines the quantities in Columns E and I, and thus shows the total customary building requirements of the nation. In the accompanying graph, this quantity representing usual demand is compared with the actual amount of construction which has taken place. The total excess of the customary requirements over the cost of all buildings erected is apparently about three billions of dollars when measured at the price level of 1913, or about six billions of dollars at the current costs of construction. This shortage, which represents a quantity somewhat greater than the full building program of a normal year, is considerably less than the estimate of some students of the situation, but they have apparently failed to consider two facts; first, that building is primarily necessary because of additions to the population; and second, that during the five years following 1914 the increase in population was unusually small.

The six billion dollar building shortage is apparently all a result of the war and the currency policies growing out of it. In 1917 and 1918, the building energies of the nation were mainly absorbed in making munition works, camps, and ships. The abnormal demands for these war purposes pushed the prices of building materials well above the average price level, while rents, being largely controlled by custom and contract, utterly failed to keep pace. Under such circumstances, building for private needs became an unprofitable enterprise.

Since residence rents have been less flexible than business rents, the greatest shortage has accumulated in that field. Old apartments have been divided, new houses have been reduced in size, and families have doubled up, and in this way the existing residences have sufficed to house the population. It may be that people will become accustomed to their cramped quarters and that part or all of the shortage will never be made up. It seems more likely, however, that the old standards of demand will to a considerable degree reassert themselves. The
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constant agitation in connection with the housing issue indicates that it is improbable that equilibrium has been reached on the new standard.

If the above premises are correct, there is reason to expect that the demand for building construction will remain strong for several years to come and that this demand is likely to hold the prices of both materials and labor at levels relatively high as compared to that of average prices. Though, as forecast in the earlier chapters, the price of materials is still declining, and though this decline is likely to proceed somewhat further, it seems probable, considering the stage of the business cycle, that the downward movement of building costs will come to a halt before the end of 1921.

On the other hand, unless the customs of the people have changed, the residence shortage will probably prevent any marked decline in rents for several years to come. During periods of unemployment, labor is noticeably more efficient. All the fundamental conditions except the status of the loan market are, therefore, apparently becoming favorable to the builder. Even in the case of the money market there has already been a noticeable fall in rates, and it will be surprising if loans for building purposes do not become easier to obtain and if interest rates thereon do not decline somewhat further before the trough of the present economic cycle has passed.

It is, of course, impossible to foresee what the future may bring forth, but the forces now at work seem to show that the latter part of 1921 and the early part of 1922 will be a period offering unusual chances of profit to the builder who is in a position to push his work at that time. The real building boom is more likely to occur later, for the rush usually comes after the period of maximum opportunity for gain has passed. However, the man who follows the crowd and waits until the experience of everyone about him proves that gain is certain, usually finds to his surprise that he secures only experience as his reward. In the building field, as in many other phases of life's activity, it is distinctly better to be too early than too late.
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A FINELY textured stone or brick wall with a graceful and correct cornice and a successfully conceived doorway will avail but little in domestic architecture without the aid of well proportioned window openings. Much of the individuality as well as the enduring attraction of the Pennsylvania style can be traced to the unaffected charm of the window design accentuated by the accompanying white and green shutters. The simplicity of the building contour together with the balanced symmetry of mass contributed to make a restrained and rectangular type of sash a necessity.

The relatively late date of the Pennsylvania colony precluded the general use of casement windows, although the sliding and hinged sash were not unknown in either the English or German settlements. Pastorius built a house in Philadelphia before he laid out the site of Germantown in 1685. The windows of this modest habitation he describes as "casements"—which for want of glass were set with oiled paper. The log-cabins which preceded the substantial and more permanent dwellings were, as a rule, fitted with windows consisting of single frames placed in grooves so that they could be opened by sliding to the side. Both of these forms were soon supplanted by the more practical double sash, a device which permitted ample ventilation when open and which did not occupy undue space.

There are problems in design definitely associated with the double sash window. In the first place, it is more difficult to treat successfully than the mullioned form because it must be approximately alike in height and width at each floor level; the mullioned aperture can be of varied dimensions and with a glass size higher or lower, as the case may be, without doing injury to appearances. In addition, the former type of opening made a systematic regularity of spacing imperative, while the latter called for an informal and more haphazard arrangement. With the double sash the shape of openings and of glass must be alike on all parts of the exterior, and the proportion of voids should be made to accord with the building outline.

The similarity of window sizes in the many extant examples of eighteenth century buildings would encourage us to infer that rules were followed with regard to determining window shapes. Isaac Ware in his "Complete Body of Architecture" (1756) specifies that the height of windows should be "twice the breadth." An exception is cited in the case of the attic story. "As rooms are lower in the chamber floor than in that below, the windows should be lower; therefore, instead of twice the breadth for height, the best measure for these is the diagonal, which is once and a half the breadth." "This," he adds "is what the builders express by the name of a diagonal window." It is of interest to note that a literal observance of this formula was made on the façade of the city residence of John Reynolds at 225 South Eighth Street, Philadelphia, better known as "The Morris House."

Windows were deemed a means of attaining an external effect and only in a secondary sense was their purpose to admit light where needed. The medieval method of planning houses with windows where wanted had passed away. Balance and regularity was the keynote of the new order. A writer, touching upon the appearance of the early architecture of the province, speaks of the houses as tiresome and as monotonous of mien as the squares of a checker board. In time the
outward semblance of the dwellings underwent a change. The character of the architecture was altered with the increase of prosperity that ensued from the successful farming and trading ventures of the colonists. In the cities and thickly settled districts along the rivers and postroads, a more carefully considered and more formal type of house with Palladian windows appeared. This motive, once adopted, occurs with increasing regularity until the end of the century. The Palladian window is pretentious and, says a writer of the times, "of a kind calculated for shew, and very pompous in its nature; and when executed with judgment, of extreme elegance." A noteworthy specimen has already been referred to on the second story of Mount Pleasant Mansion in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. Similar in form, but differing in the character of its constituent parts, is the splendid example, illustrated in this issue, from Woodlands, in the same city. Christ Church, Philadelphia, offers a larger use of the motive, mounted on a stone base and enframed between brick pilasters. This particular window compares very favorably with the best fenestration of the Georgian Period in England.

The guiding influence of hand-book regulation is not entirely clear when a study is made of the proportions and disposition of this variety of window. Let us examine a favorite source of information for the period. Ware states that "Venetian (Palladian) windows take their proportions from the middle aperture, whose height should always be twice and one-half its breadth. Being divided into three parts, sometimes one of those three parts is found convenient for the side openings; but where a considerable body of light is wanted, two must be given to the breadths of the side apertures. It is a common practice and a common error to make the side openings one-half of the middle; and this is attended with great inconvenience in dividing the sash..."
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squares; the principal light should be divided into three parts, for the square and the side lights should be either one or two of those parts; but where a very large Venetian window is required, another proportion, different from these, may take place: let the middle void be divided into five parts, two of which give to each of the sides, and the squares will be all equal."

This window in the central colony invariably discloses an observance of the rule that "the height of the middle aperture should be twice and one-half its breadth." However, the mode of dividing the side lights, in Pennsylvania, reveals a departure coming under what Isaac Ware terms "the common practice and common error," for the majority of existing specimens have a side width that approximates one-half of the central aperture. This is the case with Mount Pleasant, Port Royal, the Old State House, and Woodlands. Woodford alone has followed the quoted requirement. The illustration on page 535 is from the hand book of Owen Biddle, published in Philadelphia in 1805 and is likewise in conformity with the theory of Ware.

It would seem that the chief items of importance are that the side lights should be composed of units of glass that are similar to the size of the central panes and that the height of the entablature should be equal to the height of one or two panes so that the sashes in the side windows will range with the middle one.

Window casings in stone and brick walls of dwellings are most often molded at the outer edge; each side was shaped from a solid piece of oak or other hard wood, pegged together with wood pins. This is a system of fastening that warded off decay. The outer face of the frame was placed almost flush with the external surface of the wall, or approximately one inch. This produces a wide inside window sill within the thickness of the masonry walls. The inner window jambs and soffits are most often paneled and somewhat similar to the treatment illustrated for the William Maclay House in Harrisburg, page 530. There is some sacrifice of external appearance with this arrangement in that the slight reveal produces a flat and unsubstantial effect. An act was passed by the English Parliament in 1709 which specified that no door or window frames were to be set nearer to the outside face of the wall than four inches. Such a practice was next to impossible in the Colonies because the frame served as the support for the shutters. It was necessary that the casing be almost flush with the outside face of the building to enable the shutters, attached to the frame, to swing out and against the wall.

A variety of ways was followed to span window openings in masonry walls. In some cases the heavy frame itself was entrusted with the burden of stone or brick above. In other instances a flat arch of separate stones was resorted to as in the beautiful window from the Chew Mansion, Germantown. Lintels of single stones, sufficiently long to span the opening, were of common occurrence and very satisfactory. The stone lintels were invariably placed so that the cleavage seams run vertically, on account of the greater strength in this position. In some places there are lintels of wood whose face is cut in imitation of stone blocks. The segmental brick arch was used above the basement and first story windows and doors of Stenton, Philadelphia. The thoroughgoing manner in which walls were constructed is evidenced by the rare occurrence of cracks above window voids.

Window glass was a luxury during the early years of Pennsylvania history. In its place, oiled paper and skins of animals were of frequent occurrence and filled the double duty of admitting light and excluding the severe weather. The use of oiled paper as a substitute for glass does not seem to have ended before 1815.

The manufacture of glass in Pennsylvania was attempted from the very founding of the colony. William Penn, in an account of his settlement, written for the Free Society of Tradesmen in 1683, refers to the glass houses, "conveniently posted for water carriage." These initial endeavors proved unsuc-
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cessful, perhaps because of the technical difficulties involved in the process of kiln burning and glass blowing.

There are several circumstances which encouraged the production of glass here. The chief encouragement arose from the presence of an abundance of suitable natural materials in many parts of the province. There was, in addition, a general demand for window glass. Glass trinkets were in demand as a medium of currency in trade with the Indians. When Melchior Mühlenberg set out into the wilderness to gain converts and to encourage industry, he was equipped with a goodly supply of "glass trifles." Pendent glass was also much favored for the adornment of candlesticks and oil lamps.

The name of William Stiegel (known as Barron) lends an air of romance to the glass industry of the province. William Stiegel was a native of Mannheim, Germany, who migrated to Pennsylvania in 1757 with "good recommendations and a great deal of money." He was of an ambitious turn of mind; for, upon an estate of seven hundred and fourteen acres in Lancaster County, he laid out the town of Manheim, and established extensive glass works. He imported glass workers from the Old World and began the production of window panes and made a varied assortment of glassware. Here he lived in an extravagant style; having built a magnificent mansion, with an elaborate scheme of rooms, embellished with wainscotting, cornices and tapestried walls, he surrounded himself with a retinue of servants and drove a "coach and four."
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From his early correspondence, we conclude that he must have attained an assuring degree of success, for he writes a friend that his glass works alone brought him five thousand pounds a year. The number of new ventures that he entered upon were his undoing and he was forced to close his glass factory in 1774.

The first successful attempt to establish an industry for the manufacture of window glass in the Pittsburgh district occurred in 1795. This was the forerunner of the important glass trade that has continued until the present day.

The price of glass declined toward the end of the century, following upon the growing success of local manufacture.

An idea of its cost can be gleaned from the appraisement of the personal property of Samuel Wallis, November 20th, 1798. Mention is made of "72 panes of window glass at eight pence; 500 bull's eyes at three pence each." The bull's eyes were heavy panes of glass, approximately 7 inches by 7 inches square, and varying from 3/16 of an inch in thickness at the edge to 3/4 of an inch in the middle. The variation in thickness was due to the whirling of the molten material before casting. This also accounts for the cylindrical rings upon the surface. The glass was a pale green color, and, although very clear, it magnified slightly.

Certain parts of the early common-
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wealth imposed a window tax proportioned to the number of window lights that a house possessed. Tunison Coryell, in his autobiography, relates that during the year 1803, while living near the Susquehanna River, the assessor would count the panes of glass and accordingly figure the tax. Certain frugal housewives, upon hearing of his approach, would hurriedly remove the glass and substitute oiled paper in its stead until after the returns were made.

This means of raising revenue was probably inherited from Europe, where it continued until a late date. The window tax of England was not abolished until 1851.

The earliest glass of the colony was of small size and set in metal frames with lead muntins. No examples of this form remain. The first wood sash were considered heavy and clumsy in appearance and met with some opposition. The large panes, six by eight and eight by ten inches in size, were especially the objects of ridicule. When Governor John Penn set an example among the first home-builders by adopting the relatively large panes, his sister-in-law chided him in the following verse:

Happy the man in such a treasure,
Whose greatest panes afford him pleasure;
Stoics (who need not fear the devil)
Maintain that pain is not an evil;
They boast a negative at best,
But he with panes is really blest.

The first double sashes were mounted in grooved frames and operated without weights. The windows were intended to be kept open at different heights by means of sash-pins. The mansion of Governor Keith at Graeme Park, built in 1721-22, was, perhaps, the first house to be equipped with weighted windows. Thomas Chalkley, in 1724, advertised the sale of “Windows Ready Painted, Glazed and Hung with Choicest Lines and Pulleys,” at his store in Philadelphia. The windows of the time were so made that only the lower half was hung, while the upper part could be removed entirely when necessary.

Shutters were objects of adornment as well as of utility. They served to protect the dwelling against invasion by the unwelcome Indian or the undesirable white. The painted woodwork of shutters, backed by the warm red of brick or the variegated texture of stone or stucco, was a distinguished element of adornment. Remove the shutters from the colonial house and you subtract a chief source of delight that the rugged fabric affords. In no country was the shutter so important a part of domestic architecture as in America. It was but rarely used in England or France and it was never commonplace in Sweden, Holland or Germany. Certainly the development here was independent of the mother countries, for it resulted from stern necessity. More unmistakably than with any other architectural feature, it reflects the progress of pioneer American civilization from the frontier log cabin to the stately mansion era that followed the Revolution. When the pioneer home-seeker pushed westward, his home was his castle (without figure of speech) for it was necessary to protect it by heavy doors and strongly barred windows. Shutters of oak, two and one-half inches thick, were not uncommon. They were built either with a solid piece of timber or were fashioned with battens on both sides. When the Indian peril had vanished the heavy shutter was gradually replaced by the lighter form.

The shutter, as we know it, comes from the end of a development. Its effectiveness is not a part of its fortifying purpose so much as it consists of the fact that a contrasting note of color is introduced. The shutter appears to best advantage when in close relation with white marble sills and keystones and light cornice and door trim. The varied shades with which shutters were painted added an air of gaiety and harmonized well with the colors of the stone or brick. There was a tradition, closely followed, which stipulated that the upper shutters should be louvered and painted a shade of green, while the lower ones were to be solid and painted white. The blue-green color which we so much admire to-day is believed by some to have been the gift of
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time. In other words, it is thought to have been originally a brilliant oxide of copper or Paris green—which was the only cheap green available at the time—and that weathering altered the shade to a more pleasant hue.

The shutter became, in time, a feature of almost standard design and construction. When closed it fits snugly within the oak window frame, exposing the plain, board-like surface; relieved alone by the heavy iron hinges and fasteners. When opened, the paneling of the inner side is pleasantly revealed. As a rule, three panels—two large and one small—divide this face. The proportion of the large panels approximates, by chance, the ratio of the window opening. No earnest attempt seems to have been made to arrange the rail between the two large panels so as to continue the line of the meeting rail of the window. The exceptional cases where this was done resulted from the placing of nine panes of glass above and six below. The window from Quakertown has this division.

The shuttered window of the De Turck House is unique with its two panels and decoration consisting of painted tulips and bell-flowers. It recalls the Pennsylvania Dutch painted chest and the local slip-pottery and peasant furniture.

The oldest windows have muntins as wide as an inch and a quarter, but later the bar becomes thinner until it approaches the smallest dimension that is compatible with reasonable strength—a width of scarcely three-quarters of an inch.

The necessary fittings for the adjustment and operation of windows and shutters were the objects of the local blacksmith’s special skill. The straightforward methods that characterized the solving of construction problems were applied to the making of the window hardware. Primarily utilitarian, they were also beautiful. In the simple hammered hinges and the graceful shutter fasteners there was no conscious striving after effect and the iron was wrought with a proper regard for the proprieties and limitations of materials.
ARCHITECTS REQUESTED TO TRAIN EX-SERVICE MEN

By J.W. JEFFERIS

THE Federal Board for Vocational Education is engaged in training disabled ex-service men for the profession of architecture in the principal schools and colleges of America. About forty of these men are enrolled as students in educational institutions of New York City. The article which follows sets forth the conditions under which architects may obtain the services of apprentices. For further details, address Mr. Uel W. Lamkin, Director, Federal Board for Vocational Education, 200 New Jersey Avenue, Washington, D. C. Architects located in New York City should address inquiries regarding the availability of trainees for apprentices to Mr. Wm. J. F. MacMillan, Supervisor of Building and Allied Trades, Penn Terminal Building, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y., telephone Longacre 6240.

The problem undertaken by the Federal Board for Vocational Education—that of furnishing vocational training to approximately 75,000 ex-service men who have been handicapped by disabilities received or aggravated during the war—cannot be solved satisfactorily without the co-operation of the business and professional men of the country; and special appeal is made for co-operation on the part of architects.

The Board now has available men of practical education and experience in architecture, not only in New York City, where nearly forty men are enrolled as students, but in every State of the Union. Architects may secure the services of these men as apprentices without pay until their value to employers is satisfactorily established, when they receive $12 and up a week, according to their ability.

In addition to vocational training at such institutions as Columbia, Pratt and Heffley, many now available for service in the offices of architects have had practical training and experience in estimating, drafting and other departments of the building trade, so that their status is by no means that of beginners, but of second juniors.

In June, three Federal Board trainees will complete the regular course in architecture at Columbia University. One of these men will avail himself of the special working privileges offered by the New York School of Fine and Applied Arts to study architecture in the Louvre, Musée des Arts Decoratifs, Musée Carnavalet, the Palaces at Versailles and Fontainebleau, and for visiting private collections in Paris, as well as many of the famous chateaux of France.

In addition to the trainees who are studying architecture at Columbia, Heffley and Pratt, about fifteen are in the East Side Y. M. C. A. Employing architects need have no fear that the vocational handicaps of these men will in any degree unfit them for the profession of architecture, as care is always taken to place men in such positions as they can fill to the highest advantage of themselves and of their employers.

In his recent message to Congress, President Harding summons the nation to a generous co-operation in the work of rehabilitating disabled soldiers. To this appeal the architects of the country will undoubtedly respond with prompt magnanimity.